0707 PM  HAIL       OZARK                   31.45N 85.65W
02/18/2012 E1.00 INCH     DALE               AL  TRAINED SPOTTER

QUARTER SIZE HAIL AND WINDS ESTIMATED BETWEEN 40-50 MPH

0707 PM  TSTM WND DMG  OZARK                   31.45N 85.65W
02/18/2012           DALE               AL  EMERGENCY MNGR

A FEW TREES AND POWER LINES DOWN AROUND OZARK.

0720 PM  TSTM WND GST  3 E MIDLAND CITY        31.32N 85.45W
02/18/2012 M45.00 MPH     DALE               AL  ASOS

39 KNOT PEAK WIND MEASURED AT THE DOTHAN AIRPORT ASOS KDHN.

0720 PM  HEAVY RAIN    GENEVA                  31.04N 85.88W
02/18/2012 E2.00 INCH     GENEVA             AL  DEPT OF HIGHWAYS

HEAVY RAINFALL GENERATED 2 TO 3 INCHES OF WATER ON MAGNOLIA AVE NEAR WALMART AND OVER NORTH MERRITT.

0728 PM  TSTM WND DMG  DOTHAN                  31.22N 85.39W
02/18/2012           HOUSTON            AL  TRAINED SPOTTER

LARGE OAK TREES SNAPPED IN HALF

0750 PM  TSTM WND GST  DEFUNIAK SPRINGS AIRPOR 30.73N 86.15W
02/18/2012 E60.00 MPH     WALTON             FL  TRAINED SPOTTER

STORM SPOTTER ESTIMATES GUST TO 60 MPH.

0815 PM  TSTM WND DMG  1 NNW CUBA              31.30N 84.87W
02/18/2012           EARLY               GA  PUBLIC

A FEW TREES WERE REPORTED DOWN ACROSS EARLY COUNTY. TIME AND LOCATION GENERALIZED BASED ON STRONGEST RADAR VELOCITIES.

0830 PM  FLOOD       CHIPLEY                  30.78N 85.54W
02/18/2012                         WASHINGTON   FL  911 CALL CENTER

4 ROADS CLOSED DUE TO FLOODING AROUND THE CHIPLEY AREA.

0830 PM  FLOOD       GENEVA                  31.04N 85.88W
02/18/2012 GENEVA             AL  TRAINED SPOTTER

TRAINED SPOTTER REPORT OF 3.1 INCHES OF RAIN AND MINOR FLOODING IN THE CITY OF GENEVA ALABAMA.
0831 PM TSTM WND DMG BONIFAY HOLMES FL LAW ENFORCEMENT
02/18/2012

SEVERAL TREES DOWN AND REPORTS OF POWER OUTAGES NORTH OF BONIFAY

0834 PM TSTM WND DMG MARIANNA JACKSON FL LAW ENFORCEMENT
02/18/2012

ONE TREE REPORTED DOWN

0840 PM TSTM WND DMG MARIANNA JACKSON FL EMERGENCY MNGR
02/18/2012

2-3 TREES DOWN AROUND THE COUNTY...ALONG WITH 1 POWER LINE. TIME ESTIMATED

0841 PM TSTM WND GST 2 NE MARIANNA JACKSON FL ASOS
02/18/2012

35 KNOT PEAK WIND MEASURED AT THE MARIANNA ASOS KMAI.

0901 PM TSTM WND DMG COLQUITT MILLER GA LAW ENFORCEMENT
02/18/2012

SEVERAL TREES AND POWER LINES DOWN.

0901 PM TSTM WND DMG MITCHELL CO AIRPORT MITCHELL GA 911 CALL CENTER
02/18/2012

MULTIPLE TREES AND POWER LINES DOWN ACROSS THE COUNTY

0905 PM TSTM WND DMG 4 ESE BELLVIEW BAKER GA EMERGENCY MNGR
02/18/2012

MOBILE HOME NEAR GA HWY 253 IN EXTREME SOUTHERN BAKER COUNTY...NEAR THE DECATUR COUNTY BORDER...WAS BLOWN OVER BY THUNDERSTORM WINDS. SOME OTHER LIGHT DAMAGE TO NEARBY TREES AND OUTBUILDINGS. ESTIMATED WIND BASED ON DAMAGE OF 70 TO 75 MPH. INITIALLY REPORTED BY WALB-TV. TIME ESTIMATED ON RADAR.

0910 PM TSTM WND DMG ELMODEL WMA BAKER GA 911 CALL CENTER
02/18/2012

SEVERAL TREES REPORTED DOWN ACROSS THE COUNTY

0910 PM TSTM WND DMG 5 WWV VADA MITCHELL GA TRAINED SPOTTER
02/18/2012

TREE DAMAGE WITH A TREE FALLING ON AND DAMAGING AN OUTBUILDING. SOME POWER LINES ALSO BROUGHT DOWN NEAR A NEARBY HOUSE. ABOUT 12-15 MILES OUT OF BAINBRIDGE ON HIGHWAY 311.

0915 PM TSTM WND GST 5 NW BAINBRIDGE DECATUR GA AWOS
02/18/2012

43 KNOT WIND GUST AT BAINBRIDGE AWOS KBGE.

0915 PM FLASH FLOOD COTTONDALE JACKSON FL 911 CALL CENTER
02/18/2012
ROADS UNDERWATER AT HIGHWAY 90 AND OLD US ROAD 162 NORTH. POWER LINE ALSO REPORTED DOWN.

0918 PM TSTM WND DMG 6 W PUTNEY 31.48N 84.22W DOUGHERTY GA BROADCAST MEDIA

A TREE FELL ONTO A HOUSE AND A CAR ON HOMESTEAD AVENUE. TIME ESTIMATED FROM RADAR.

0920 PM TSTM WND DMG 6 SSW ALBANY 31.50N 84.21W DOUGHERTY GA PUBLIC TREE BLOWN DOWN ON LEARY ROAD NEAR NEWTON ROAD. TIME ESTIMATED FROM RADAR.

0920 PM TSTM WND DMG BAINBRIDGE 30.91N 84.58W DECATUR GA 911 CALL CENTER MULTIPLE TREES AND POWER LINES DOWN ACROSS COUNTY

0920 PM TSTM WND DMG 2 NNW BETHANY 30.88N 84.73W DECATUR GA PUBLIC TREES BLOWN DOWN ALONG YATES SPRING ROAD.

0923 PM TSTM WND DMG 3 E BAINBRIDGE 30.90N 84.52W DECATUR GA PUBLIC TREES REPORTED DOWN NEAR BLACK JACK RD AND POWER LINES DOWN AROUND BAINBRIDGE.

0925 PM FLOOD 1 SSE ALBANY 31.57N 84.17W DOUGHERTY GA BROADCAST MEDIA FLOODING CLOSED PARTS OF OGLETHORPE BOULEVARD AND DAVIS STREET IN ALBANY.

0925 PM FLOOD ALBANY 31.58N 84.18W DOUGHERTY GA 911 CALL CENTER SEVERAL AREAS OF FLOODING CREATING IMPASSABLE ROADWAYS ACROSS THE COUNTY.

0925 PM TSTM WND DMG ALBANY 31.58N 84.18W DOUGHERTY GA 911 CALL CENTER TREES DOWN AND AN AREA OF POWER OUTAGE REPORTED

0925 PM TSTM WND GST 2 SW CAMILLA 31.21N 84.24W M41.00 MPH MITCHELL GA MESONET MEASURED PEAK WIND AT A RAWS SITE AT THE CAMILLA AIRPORT

0925 PM TSTM WND DMG CAMILLA 31.23N 84.21W MITCHELL GA PUBLIC TREES DOWN WITH POWER OUTAGES IN PARTS OF CAMILLA. TIME ESTIMATED FROM RADAR.

0926 PM TSTM WND DMG CAMILLA 31.23N 84.21W MITCHELL GA 911 CALL CENTER COUNTY WIDE TREES AND POWER LINES DOWN. THE MAJORITY OF
THESE REPORTS ARE FOCUSED ON THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE COUNTY.

0932 PM  TSTM WND DMG  PELHAM  31.13N 84.15W
          MITCHELL  GA  PUBLIC

TREES AND POWER LINES DOWN IN PELHAM. TIME ESTIMATED FROM RADAR.

0935 PM  TSTM WND DMG  4 S EAST DOUGHERTY  31.46N 83.99W
          WORTH  GA  BROADCAST MEDIA

DOWNED TREES BLOCKED HIGHWAY 133 AT NELMS ROAD. TIME ESTIMATED FROM RADAR.

0940 PM  TSTM WND DMG  WHIGHAM  30.88N 84.32W
          GRADY  GA  911 CALL CENTER

MULTIPLE TREES AND POWER LINES DOWN ACROSS THE COUNTY.

0945 PM  TSTM WND DMG  MEIGS  31.07N 84.09W
          THOMAS  GA  PUBLIC

STRONG WINDS WERE ACCOMPANIED BY HAIL. A TRAMPOLINE WAS BLOWN INTO SOME TREES.

0945 PM  TSTM WND DMG  MEIGS  31.07N 84.09W
          THOMAS  GA  PUBLIC

TREE LIMS BLOWN DOWN. TIME ESTIMATED FROM RADAR.

0945 PM  TSTM WND DMG  SYLVESTER AIRPORT  31.56N 83.89W
          WORTH  GA  911 CALL CENTER

MULTIPLE TREES REPORTED DOWN.

0955 PM  TSTM WND DMG  MOULTRIE  31.18N 83.79W
          COLQUITT  GA  911 CALL CENTER

SEVERAL TREES REPORTED DOWN ACROSS THE COUNTY

0955 PM  HAIL  2 N MOULTRIE  31.21N 83.79W
          E0.88 INCH  COLQUITT  GA  PUBLIC

NICKEL SIZE HAIL NORTH OF MOULTRIE. TIME ESTIMATED FROM RADAR.

0958 PM  TSTM WND DMG  SUMNER  31.51N 83.74W
          WORTH  GA  PUBLIC

TREES DOWN WITH HAIL ALSO REPORTED. POWER OUTAGES.

1000 PM  TSTM WND GST  5 ESE MOULTRIE  31.15N 83.72W
          M49.00 MPH  COLQUITT  GA  MESONET

49.3 MPH PEAK WIND MEASURED AT GEORGIA AEMN MESONET SITE AT SUNBELT AGRICULTURAL EXPO.

1001 PM  FLASH FLOOD  BONIFAY  30.79N 85.68W
          HOLMES  FL  LAW ENFORCEMENT

SEVERAL ROADS ACROSS HOLMES COUNTY IMPASSABLE DUE TO FLOODING.
1001 PM     HAIL             2 N MOULTRIE            31.21N 83.79W
02/18/2012  E0.88 INCH       COLQUITT             GA   TRAINED SPOTTER
NICKEL SIZE HAIL AND TORRENTIAL DOWNPOUR

1018 PM     HAIL             WAGON WHEEL            31.24N 83.46W
02/18/2012  E1.75 INCH       COOK               GA   TRAINED SPOTTER
GOLFBALL SIZED HAIL ESTIMATED BETWEEN SPARKS AND LENOX.

1019 PM     HAIL             CHASERVILLE           31.22N 83.36W
02/18/2012  E0.88 INCH       COOK               GA   TRAINED SPOTTER
SKYWARN SPOTTER REPORTED NICKEL SIZE HAIL

1025 PM     HAIL             4 WNW NASHVILLE         31.22N 83.32W
02/18/2012  E1.75 INCH       BERRIEN           GA   PUBLIC
LOCATION IS APPROXIMATE...HAIL REPORTED IN WESTERN BERRIEN COUNTY WITH CORE OF SEVERE THUNDERSTORM.

1030 PM     TSTM WND DMG     ADEL                    31.14N 83.42W
02/18/2012                   COOK               GA   911 CALL CENTER
TREES DOWN AND POWER OUTAGES REPORTED.

1030 PM     FLOOD            TIFTON                  31.47N 83.51W
02/18/2012                   TIFT            GA   911 CALL CENTER
MINOR FLOODING ON ROADWAYS.

1033 PM     TSTM WND DMG     NASHVILLE             31.20N 83.25W
02/18/2012                   BERRIEN           GA   EMERGENCY MNGR
DOWNED TREES REPORTED AS CAUSE OF POWER OUTAGES.

0100 AM     HEAVY RAIN       HOLMES COUNTY AIRPORT   30.84N 85.60W
02/19/2012  M4.44 INCH       HOLMES             FL   AWOS
STORM TOTAL THROUGH 1 AM EST /MIDNIGHT CST/ FOR K1J0 AIRPORT

0100 AM     HEAVY RAIN       MARIANNA MUNICIPAL A/P  30.83N 85.18W
02/19/2012  M4.50 INCH       JACKSON           FL   ASOS
STORM TOTAL THROUGH 1 AM EST /MIDNIGHT CST/ FOR KMAI AIRPORT.

0110 AM     HEAVY RAIN       3 SSE POND CREEK       30.75N 86.37W
02/19/2012  M3.03 INCH       WALTON             FL   MESONET
STORM TOTAL OF 3.03 INCHES SO FAR AT CWOP SITE DW4491 NEAR MOSSY HEAD.

0111 AM     HEAVY RAIN       2 E MARIANNA         30.77N 85.20W
02/19/2012  M4.19 INCH       JACKSON           FL   MESONET
STORM TOTAL OF 4.19 INCHES SO FAR AT THE NORTHWEST FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT FIELD OFFICE NEAR MARIANNA

0120 AM     HEAVY RAIN       1 ENE GENEVA         31.04N 85.87W
02/19/2012  M3.40 INCH       GENEVA             AL   MESONET

24 HOUR STORM TOTAL OF 3.40 INCHES AT THE CHOCTAWHATCHEE RIVER GAUGE NEAR GENEVA AT HIGHWAY 52.

02:00 AM HEAVY RAIN       3 ESE TALLAHASSEE 30.43N 84.23W
02/19/2012  E1.10 INCH       LEON               FL   TRAINED SPOTTER

WATER WAS REPORTED AROUND 3 INCHES DEEP IN SPOTS IN A CORRIDOR FROM THE INTERSECTION OF APALACHEE PKWY AND RICHVIEW RD EASTWARD TO CAPITAL CIRCLE SE.

02:10 AM HEAVY RAIN       TALLAHASSEE 30.44N 84.28W
02/19/2012  E1.10 INCH       LEON               FL   LAW ENFORCEMENT

WATER COVERING THE ROAD ON CENTERVILLE ROAD AND NEAR THE INTERSECTION OF THOMASVILLE ROAD AND WAVERLY ROAD. RAINFALL AMOUNTS ESTIMATED AT JUST OVER AN INCH IN AROUND AN HOUR.

02:24 AM HEAVY RAIN       EUCHEEANNA              30.65N 86.05W
02/19/2012  M7.00 INCH       WALTON             FL   TRAINED SPOTTER

A TRAINED SPOTTER MEASURED A STORM TOTAL OF 7 INCHES OF RAIN NEAR EUCHEEANNA. RED HILL ROAD...MCCANNON BRIDGE ROAD...AND WALTON BRIDGE ROAD ARE NEAR FLOODING

02:45 AM HEAVY RAIN       NNW BAINBRIDGE          30.91N 84.58W
02/19/2012  M3.02 INCH       DECATUR            GA   OTHER FEDERAL

10 HOUR TOTAL OF 3.02 INCHES MEASURED AT THE USGS RAIN GAUGE LOCATED ALONG THE FLINT RIVER AT BAINBRIDGE

02:45 AM HEAVY RAIN       DE FUNIAK SPRINGS       30.72N 86.12W
02/19/2012  M6.40 INCH       WALTON             FL   TRAINED SPOTTER

A TRAINED SPOTTER REPORTED A STORM TOTAL RAINFALL OF 6.40 INCHES IN DE FUNIAK SPRINGS.

04:00 AM HEAVY RAIN       ESE APALACHEE REGIONAL 30.42N 84.15W
02/19/2012  M3.06 INCH       LEON               FL   MESONET

THE CAPITAL AREA FLOOD WARNING NETWORK RAIN GAUGE LOCATED AT THE U.S. HIGHWAY 27 LANDFILL MEASURED 3.06 INCHES OF RAINFALL SINCE MIDNIGHT.

04:00 AM HEAVY RAIN       2 ESE BAUM 30.48N 84.07W
02/19/2012  M3.33 INCH       LEON               FL   MESONET

THE CAPITAL AREA FLOOD WARNING NETWORK RAIN GAUGE LOCATED AT STILL CREEK AT CAPITOLA ROAD MEASURED A RAINFALL AMOUNT OF 3.33 INCHES SINCE MIDNIGHT.

04:57 AM HEAVY RAIN       SOUTHWOOD                 30.39N 84.22W
02/19/2012  M3.04 INCH       LEON               FL   NWS EMPLOYEE

AN NWS EMPLOYEE MEASURED 3.04 INCHES OF RAIN IN SOUTHWOOD SINCE MIDNIGHT.

06:00 AM HEAVY RAIN       CHIPLEY                   30.78N 85.54W
02/19/2012  M5.00 INCH       WASHINGTON         FL   CO-OP OBSERVER

24-HOUR RAINFALL TOTAL ENDING AT 6AM CST.
0600 AM     HEAVY RAIN       4 E MARIANNA       30.77N 85.17W
02/19/2012 M4.35 INCH     JACKSON       FL       COCORAHS
24-HOUR RAINFALL TOTAL EAST OF MARIANNA.

0700 AM     HEAVY RAIN       18 S DONALSONVILLE       30.78N 84.88W
02/19/2012 M4.02 INCH     SEMINOLE       GA       COCORAHS
24-HOUR RAINFALL TOTAL.

0730 AM     HEAVY RAIN       1 SE APALACHEE REGIONAL       30.41N 84.14W
02/19/2012 M3.50 INCH     LEON       FL       EMERGENCY MNGR
RAIN TOTAL AT LOUVINIA DRIVE AND OLD ST. AUGUSTINE RD

0730 AM     HEAVY RAIN       LAKE PARK       30.68N 83.19W
02/19/2012 M3.93 INCH     LOWNDES       GA       COCORAHS
HEAVY RAINFALL TOTAL FROM A COCORAHS OBSERVER.

QUALITY-CONTROLLED SUMMARY OF LOCAL STORM REPORTS RELATED TO LAST NIGHTS SEVERE WEATHER...FLOODING...AND HEAVY RAINFALL.